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As part of the HG web site development, I had 
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Quarterly 1800 Newsletter.  Alert readers 
will immediately notice a substantial change 
in this newsletter compared to previous 
editions. That’s right! This time we have 
some articles written by other people 
instead of your Editor. I am sure you will 
agree that this circumstance has led to a

the pleasure of sorting through hundreds of 
documents saved by BMC/Leyland staff. Most of 
the documentation concerns the P76 
development, but there are some surprising 
gems for us – such as the development of the 
1800 utility, the Austin 1800 V8, a report on 
1800 hydrolastic pressures, a proposal for aagree that this circumstance has led to a 

marked uplift in tone of this august 
publication. Now, if they can do it, so can 
you. Why not make it a point to submit at 
least one article per year on your 
adventures, triumphs and tragedies with 
your Austin 1800. 

1800 hydrolastic pressures, a proposal for a 
fitment to the rear bumper to prevent stone 
damage to the body work, some 
correspondence about the styling of the 
Tasman/Kimberley range, and so on. With the 
kind permission of the BMCLAHG, I will be 
presenting a condensed version of this material 
in future newslettersFor your information, there are now 100 

persons who have been willing to publically 
declare (well at least to me), their interest in 
the Austin 1800 by signing up to the 
Members Only section of the web site. This 
is far more people than I had initially 
thought - initial estimate: about 10. I 

in future newsletters. 

As will be seen in this edition, we have a very 
interesting contribution from Sid Breeden – an 
ex-BMC Service Engineer. Sid said that when the 
1800 came along, the initial feeling was a sigh of 
relief: “at last, a modern decent large car and 
everything learned from earlier FWDs will be g

sincerely hope the information on the web 
site has been, and will be, of use to you in 
maintaining your car in good order. 

As some readers will know, I have been busy 
with the BMCLAHG (Heritage Group) web 
site and archival material. If you have not 

l d l h l k

y g
incorporated and Service will be living a life of 
Reilly”. At the initial service presentation, Norm 
Prescott deflated those lofty thoughts with “this 
car is not without problems so don’t think it’s 
perfect”. Shortly after, a new rear engine mount 
was developed, along with an in-field fix for 
leaky gear change cables and the rest can bealready seen it, please have a look at 

www.bmclaheritage.org.au to see interesting 
information about the factory where our 
cars were made, and also, learn more about 
the projects that this dedicated group of 
people are presently engaged upon. 

leaky gear change cables, and the rest can be 
found in the Service Sheets right up until the 
production ceased. However, cars then were not 
like cars now, and the ground-breaking features 
of the 1800 still demonstrate a surprisingly 
modern specification – just as foretold by 
Issogonis when the car was launched. 

austineighteenhundred.com.au
AUSTIN 1800

Yours, travelling first class,  Tony
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As the photos below show, there’s plenty of enjoyment to be had by owing an Austin 1800. In this 
case,  Deb Hicks from Port Lincoln in South Australia picked up this nice MKII automatic at a garage 
sale. There’s Deb on the phone to husband Graham: “I’ve bought a car!”

READERS’ CARS: Went to garage sale: Came home with an 1800

“No” said Graham. 

“But I’ve got a good feeling about it” 
l d b d h

Sitting under a tree since 2001 and 
waiting for the crusher, no ignition key 
and no fuel in the tank (and no key to 
open the flap), no brakes, and a 
transmission lever that didn’t appear 
to be connected to anything , Graham 

d hi b th K i ( ith th h l f

replied Deb.  And so home it came. 

and his brother Kevin (with the help of 
a new battery) managed to get the 
engine started. To the surprise of all, 
things sounded quite OK.  

The brake booster, found in pieces 
inside the car, was reassembled, the 
gear change selector cable was 
reattached but the car had that

Where does one get a hydrolastic 
pump in a remote corner of South 
Australia? – not to mention some 
fluid. 

Adelaide

Port 
Lincoln

reattached, - but the car had that 
“lowered” look popular with hot rod 
performance enthusiasts. 

L kil l l h i Sid i

Fluid was freighted in from Newport 
Motors in Adelaide, and in short 
order, the car was at its correct height, 
roadworthy and registered

Luckily, local mechanic, Sid, now in 
his nineties, came through with not 
only a genuine pump, but the 
required experience to do the job. 

roadworthy, and registered. 

There’s an old saying that one doesn’t 
purchase an Austin, but invests in one. 
Deb and Graham are to be 
commended for their far-sightedness in 
this modern age. Front wheel drive, 
four wheel interconnected 
independent suspension acres of roomindependent suspension, acres of room 
– the admiration of friends, family and 
other motorists – what other car offers 
so much for so little? “Happy wife, 
happy life”, says Graham.  

Tony
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k b i i id dBaker Motors – by BMC Service Engineer Sid Breeden
Albury on the Victoria/NSW border was within the BMC Victoria Zone. Baker Motors was one of our larger 
rural dealerships. Our close knit team of Service Reps were allocated areas and rotated one week in 
Metro, one week office duties followed by a rural run. My typical route to Albury was via the Hume Hwy 
visiting Dealers at Seymour, Benalla, Wangaratta then Albury. I also scheduled Service visits to other 
smaller Dealers along the Hume and of course my other allocated areas of Victoria and the NSW Riverina.
One memorable alternative journey was in August 1965 driving my company Morris Major Elite from

First duty upon arrival was paying respects to Dealer 
Principal John Baker letting him know I was on his 

One memorable alternative journey was in August 1965 driving my company Morris Major Elite from 
Bairnsdale in east Gippsland through Omeo across the Alpine Way eventually ending up in Albury (see 
map). Back then the Alpine Way central section was unsealed and at that time of year mud and slush. 
These days one would only undertake such a journey in a big 4WD but the Elite got through. I remember 
passing the Mt Buffalo snow fields seeing people falling off skis in the distance and wondering how many 
broke limbs. It was a 200 miles 4½ hour hard but exciting drive.

p g
premises. John was charismatic and always genuinely 
welcomed me to his Dealership. Graham McLeish was 
Service Manager, highly respected and competent. It was 
a joy visiting this well run reputable Dealership. A typical 
visit involved meeting owners who had written to BMC; 
vehicle Warranty inspections and issuing “authorisations” 
when justified; Warranty Claim audits; providing technical 

i i l S i ll iassistance; ensuring latest Service Bulletins were 
understood and properly filed; Service department 
cleanliness, presentation and so forth. There was never a 
problem at Baker Motors.

I recall when Baker’s took on a Chrysler Dealership, John 
Baker drove his V8 Valiant onto his petrol pump forecourt, 
called me over and promptly spun the rear wheels with 
the vehicle barely moving. With a big grin he said “Your 
1800 can’t do that Sid!” I must admit I was impressed but 
thought to myself “Yeah, but an 1800 can get point to 
point quicker”.

John was also a competent pilot and owned his own plane –
I think a Cessna. During one of my visits a mandatory major 
engine overhaul had been completed by aircraft engineers and John invited me to accompany him when he 

k hi l f fli h f Alb Ai I j d h i W fl h itook his plane for a test flight from Albury Airport. I jumped at the opportunity. We flew over the twin towns 
of Albury-Wodonga then headed to Lake Hume. Suddenly smoke billowed into the cabin from under the 
dashboard. I could see us crashing in flames and thought of my wife plus what the boss would say when he 
found out I’d been flying around instead of working (well it was conducting good Dealer Relations, Boss). 
John stayed cool as a cucumber. He calmly instructed me to grab the fire extinguisher but not use it until I 
saw flames. He reassured me that he could see a suitable paddock for if we had to make an emergency 
landing. Thankfully we made it back to the airport and as the plane stopped we couldn’t jump out quick 
enough John later told me they found a cover had been incorrectly located and chafed through an alternator
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enough. John later told me they found a cover had been incorrectly located and chafed through an alternator 
terminal insulator causing wiring to burn. This convinced me never again to go on a test flight.

Tragically John, his wife and four friends perished in a 1998 plane crash 

Sid Breeden 17 March 2014
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IN THE WORKSHOP: Reboring the engine
Readers of the last Newsletter (January) will recall that I had occasion to remove the cylinder head 
from my MKII automatic. Due to valve seat recession on #3 exhaust valve, the head had to go out for 
reconditioning and came back looking very nice. However, and unfortunately, and somewhat 
disappointingly, it became obvious at first glance that a large piece of metal was missing from 
around the edge of the piston in #1 cylinder. 
Plus, there was a significant ridge around the tops of thePlus, there was a significant ridge around the tops of the 
bores in all cylinders. This particular car has only done 65000 
miles and had been off the road for some 30 years before I 
started it without any special precautions other than to put 
some oil through the spark plug holes first. 

Of course with a piston in that state, the whole thing had to 
come out for reboring and overhaul. This eventually entailed 
+0.040 bores, new bearings, thrust washers, timing chain, g g
and so on. I am embarrassed to say how much this all cost, 
but it did look very good when it came back. 

One of the more vexing problems was what to do with the 
engine bay. It was in its original state, somewhat battle-scarred 
and many scratches that detracted from its appearance. After 
looking at it for three days while the engine was away, I 
decided I might as well clean it up and repaint it. Then – all g p p
those fasteners! They would have to be replated now to do the 
engine bay justice. 

Well, I have to say that $40 for plating 
a bucket full of fittings (in Zinc 
Dichromate) was very worthwhile. 
Made such a difference to the 
appearance, plus every nut and bolt 
was easy to assemble with cleanwas easy to assemble with clean 
threads. 

Unfortunately, looks can be deceiving. I wondered why I was 
starting to break spring washers. Important nuts kept stripping, 
and so on. So, I would recommend that only non-critical 
fasteners be plated and that anything that has a significant 
torque setting be left alone, including washers. I can only 
surmise that the platers soak these parts in a hot acid bath 

Despite this setback, the final result was, I hope you 
agree,  very satisfactory and with a very commendable 
small number of parts left over, I feel I’ve done the car 
justice and hope that it serves me well as a result for 
the next 50 years or so. But, what about those master

p p
overnight and this somehow anneals the  parts thus remove 
their high tensile properties. 

the next 50 years or so.  But, what about those master 
cylinder caps and the PCV valve? Will it ever end.....

Tony
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TECHNICAL ARTICLE E i Vib i
With the exception of the Austin 1800 V8, and the X6 Kimberley and Tasman cars, Austin 1800’s are 
of course four cylinder engines. By standards of the day, engine vibration could be expected to be 
much more pronounced compared to six and eight cylinder cars. Refinements in balancing and 
engine mounting makes modern four cylinder cars very much smoother and comparable to sixes of 
yesteryear.  So, what exactly makes our four cylinder engines so rough and what is done by the 
manufacturer to bring vibrations under control for the comfort of the occupants and reliability of the 

TECHNICAL ARTICLE: Engine Vibrations

g p y
mechanicals? 
Because our engines use a four stroke Otto cycle, the power stroke for one cylinder occurs on every 
second revolution of the crankshaft – that is, the delivery of power to the crankshaft is not 
continuous like a turbine engine, but is intermittent. We’ve all noticed that our crankshafts are 
arranged so that two pistons are “up” while the other two are “down”. The crankshaft is in a single 
plane. Of the pistons that are “up”, one is on the exhaust stroke while the other is on the 
compression stroke. Of the pistons that are “down”, one is on the power stroke and the other is on 
the inlet stroke. So, the crankshaft receives regular pulses two per revolution from different 
cylinders. By the time the crankshaft has rotated two revolutions, each piston has provided one 
power stroke. The flywheel (on a manual car) serves to dampen out variations in crankshaft speed 
by alternately storing rotational energy and then releasing it as the crankshaft attempts to speed up 
and slow down in between power stroke delivery.  

Of more significance is the primary force associated with the reciprocating motion of the pistons and 
connecting rods. In a single piston engine (such as in a lawn mower), the piston is acting like a stone 
being whirled around on a length of string. Mass is usually added to the crankshaft webs to  
counterbalance the reciprocating mass of the piston, but this can only provide a certain degree of 
balance since the effect is such that whatever piston mass is balanced in the vertical direction, 
additional out of balance mass is found to exist in the horizontal direction. In a 90 degree V twin 
engine, additional of a crankshaft balance mass would therefore be very effective. 

In an in-line multiple cylinder engine, one may initially think that the force on the pistons flying 
upwards would be balanced by the forces on the pistons flying downwards and so perfect balance 
would be achieved.  This is true. The primary forces are balanced – but only for the massis of the 
parts, this does not take into consideration the impulses arising from combustion within the head. 
The revolving mass of each crank pin (which acts through 360) leads to a couple, or a bending of the 
crankshaft and so counterweights are attached on the opposite side of the crankpin to balance these 
rotating masses. 

So, if the primary and rotating masses are balanced, why is a four cylinder engine not as smooth as a 
6 or 8 cylinder? What is not generally appreciated is that there is an inherent difference between 
the force necessary to bring a piston over top dead centre compared to going through bottom dead 
centre. This is because the swing of the connecting rod acts against the swing of the crankshaft at 
TDC while it acts with the rotation of the crankshaft at BDC. At TDC, the piston is going over a hill, 
while at BDC, the piston is going down into a valley. This difference in motion manifests itself as 
what are called  secondary forces – the shorter the connecting rod, the larger the effect. In a four 
cylinder engine, it is impossible to arrange the crankshaft and firing order so that these secondary 
vibrations cancel each other out with even firing pulses – but in a six cylinder engine,  this can be 
d Thi i h i li d i i th A i li d i i i h tl b l d fdone. This is why a six cylinder engine is so smooth. A six cylinder engine is inherently balanced for 
both primary and secondary forces. In an eight cylinder engine, secondary vibrations cannot be 
cancelled completely, but can be minimised more so than in a four cylinder. The old Chrylser Sigma 
“silent shaft” set up was designed to reduce the secondary forces to  minimum and it was indeed a 
smooth four cylinder engine. 
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Engine Vibrations continued...
So where does this leave us with our 1800 four cylinders? Car 
designers employ several methods to make the engines acceptably 
smooth – the most obvious being the addition of a flywheel. Not so 
obvious is the harmonic balancer (the crankshaft pulley). This pulley is in 
two parts: An outer heavy rim, and an inner lighter disc which is keyed to 
the crankshaft. The inner part is separated from the outer rim by a rubber p p y
bonded ring. Sometimes, this rubber extrudes out of its housing and the 
pulley has to be replaced. This often happens if the crankshaft pulley 
becomes soaked in engine oil due to a faulty or worn seal, or is over loaded by  having to drive air 
conditioning and power steering loads. What is not often detected is that the rubber can also harden 
with age and become somewhat petrified. In this case, it is amazing the amount of vibration that can be 
eliminated by simple changing the pulley to a new one with pliable rubber instead of “stone”. Readers will 
be interested to know that an MGB pulley is the same part up to about 1970. After that, the pulley is still the same with the
exception that the ignition timing mark on later MGB cars was put at the top instead of the bottom of the pulleyexception that the ignition timing mark on later MGB cars was put at the top instead of the bottom of the pulley. 

The location and number of engine mounts is very important For the sake of minimum vibration the

The next most obvious remedy to reduce vibrations being transmitted to the body is to mount the engine on 
flexible mountings. A cured rubber is the usual medium. The objective here is that the vibrations are 
absorbed by the rubber before they are transmitted to the body structure. The location of the engine 
mounts is very important. As well as absorbing vibrations, the mountings also have to restrain the engine’s 
reverse reaction torque, support the weight of the engine, and to also restrain the engine from becoming a 
projectile during heavy braking – that is, acting as a seat belt for the engine. 
The location and number of engine mounts is very important. For the sake of minimum vibration, the 
engine mounts need to be placed where the vibration of the engine is at a minimum. That is, if the engine is 
sitting there, a vibrating lump, then the minimum vibration occurs along an axis through its centre of 
gravity.  More correctly, the front mountings should be placed along a line that joins the centre of mass to 
the centre of percussion (a point much like the sweet spot in a tennis racquet where no shock is felt though 
your arm) relative to the rear engine mount. This was the intention of the original UK style of mount – two 
at the front somwhat low down but near the centre of mass as looked at in the vertical direction (i.e. about 
middle of the engine and gearbox) with the rear single mount along the transverse centreline. g g ) g g

However, placing engine mountings at the centreline also means that the capacity for taking care of 

Australian engineers found that the UK style of rear mount failed due to the heat from the engine block 
affecting the rubber to metal bond. Initially, an insulating asbestos spacer was made available, and then 
a short time later, the “outrigger” style mountings were devised. Although the outrigger style 
mountings removed the rubber parts out away from the block, they also moved the mountings out 
from the centre line to almost the same distance as the front mountings and so any vibrations are 
magnified by the resulting leverage as a result. 

p g g g p y g
reverse torque reaction from the engine is also very much diminished and this is why we have widely 
space engine mounts at the front of the block as well as a tie rod at the rear – which on Australian cars 
had to be moved to the underneath of the gearbox because the original position (up near the rear engine 
mount is not longer available due to the outrigger mounting). 
All these engine mounts operate in shear. One might wonder about this – surely it would be better to 
have the rubber part in compression so as to reduce the load on the rubber-to-metal bond. The bond is 
quite strong, and even in shear, is quite capable of taking the load for many years. The hydrolastic rubber 
bung in the suspension units also operates in predominantly shear and does the job quite well. 

But, we are asking a lot of Lord Austin and the Viscount Nuffield to expect these rubber parts to 
continue to work reliably after nearly 50 years of operation – well outside the factory warranty period so 
perhaps we should not complain too much if they need out attention now in 2014. 
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As most Austin 1800 Australian owners will know, engine mounts, both front (radiator end) and rear (clutch end) 
are very difficult to find in good condition. One should realise that all the Australian mounts, both front and rear, 
are different to the standard UK mounts. At first, the single point rear mount was used in Australian cars but was 
found to be unreliable mainly as a result of heat from the engine block affecting the bond between the rubber 
and the metal. In April 1966, Car No 3094, modified engine mounts featuring an improved bond were made 
available, with the rear mount being the subject of a replacement service campaign.  Then, from Car No. 10242, 
an asbestos spacer was introduced to lower the temperature of the mounting Finally in June 1967 Car No

PARTS NEWS: Engine Mounts

an asbestos spacer was introduced to lower the temperature of the mounting. Finally, in June 1967, Car No. 
10958, the twin type outrigger mountings were introduced which removed the rubber from the immediate 
vicinity of the engine block and also provided additional stability for resisting reverse torque reaction from the 
engine. This new mounting  was unique to the Australian-made cars. These days, many of these mountings have 
become hardened with age and have split. It is common to see a large bolt put through the middle of the failed 
mounting to keep the engine from dropping down too far. New or remade mountings are very scarce. A 
mounting set has been advertised on gumtree for $660 for some time. 

Single point rear mounts are available from various parts outlets in UK and 
i ll Eb A ll d ti b th f t d ithoccasionally appear on Ebay. As well, remade mountings, both front and rear, with 

an orange coloured polyurethane material used to be available via the LOCA but 
these were not effective in vibration isolation. 
The front mountings in UK are somewhat shorter in the rubber section than the 
Australian mounts as will be seen below. The disposition of the mounting holes is 
the same, but evidently one of the early modifications for Australian conditions 
was to increase the amount of rubber in the front mountings to allow for the 
poorer road conditions here compared to UK. 

Rear outrigger mounts, NOS, as 
advertised by “Bernie” on 
Gumtree $660.

Classic Cars Pvt Ltd is located in Sri Lanka and was established by Nordisk Morris Minor Lager A/S in Denmark. Some 
interesting photos of the workshop in Sri Lanka can be viewed at 
http://www.morrisminor.dk/srilanka/2001/02/rubber_e.html

In 2009, your editor purchased some re-rubbered mounts from Scotts in Melbourne, but since then, Scott has 
been unable to source more of these. But, an internet search turned up a place in Sri Lanka that listed new 
Austin 1800 engine mounts. 

Your editor purchased a pair of front engine mounts, and they duly arrived in good order. Indeed, the metal parts 
appeared to be newly made and not regurgitated from exhange old mounts. The new mounts fitted quite well. 
Although being of the original UK size, and not the beefed up Australian size, one must realise that these days, raods 
in Australia are much better then they were 45 years ago. When BMC Australia revised the UK design, they were 
contending with outback dirt roads with large potholes, cattle grids, and so on. For the most part, (except perhaps 
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for Herbert Simpfendorfer), Austin 1800 owners find themselves on bitumen and only travelling short distances at 
that.  The next step is to send a sample outrigger rear mount to Classic Cars and ask for a quotation. 
- Tony

PS: Herb is well known for his travels around Australia in his Austin 1800 and at the time of writing this newsletter, is 
making his way from Perth back to Albury in his utility. 
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FROM THE ARCHIVES: Profitability Study for Model B
When BMC were costing the development of Model B (P76), one of the two new models being proposed to 
replace entirely the UK-designed cars, it became necessary to consider whether to go for rear wheel drive or 
stay with front wheel drive. The design study proposed the following ideal requirements: Large capacity engine, 
facing north-south, but with front wheel drive, hydrolastic suspension, rack and pinion steering. The Austin 1800 
V8 was fabricated as a demonstration of the type of car that would meet the requirements. 

But, before the car was even finished, it became obvious to all that it was getting far to expensive and 
complicated. A table was drawn up that listed the Austin 1800 components costs vs a more conventional design. 
Accorindgly, the decision was made to go with a conventional rear wheel drive, but incorporating independent 
rear suspension, and MacPherson strut front suspension. This became the P76, and the prototye 1800 V8 was 
left to languish. 

FWD Hydrolastic RWD Conventional

$224.45 $180.00

$140.54 $68.91
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As can be seen from the examples above, the a conventional layout represented a significant cost saving over 
the BMC front wheel drive/hydrolastic systems. 
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The Austin 1800 Utility – the “real” Aussie Ute (Part 2). 
In the last newsletter, we discovered a right hand floor-mounted gearshift was devised so that a bench 
seat could be fitted so as to provide accommodation for three people for the proposed Austin 1800 Utiity. 
Of course this idea did not make it into production, and so the bench seat was retained but with a centre-
mounted floor shift and a cutout in the middle of the seat to provide clearance.  Probably just as well 
because the report to management neglected to state that the right hand gear shift would prevent an 
owner (as did most) from fitting a sedan door trim because the pocket would get in the wayowner (as did most) from fitting a sedan door trim because the pocket would get in the way. 

From the very beginning, the utility was designed so that the tray sides did not contribute to the load-
carrying capacity thus allowing for a variety of body styles based on a cab/chassis. It turns out that 
approximately 100 cab/chassis were eventually produced, the remainder being conventional utilities 
although a panel van was produced as a special order with one appearing for sale a few years ago in the 
Wollongong area in a somewhat neglected state. 

A weight comparison was made by deleting the unwanted components  from the sedan (rear doors, rear 
seat rear seat pan boot lid rear quarter panel parcel shelf back panel rear floor carpet boot matseat,  rear seat pan, boot lid, rear quarter  panel, parcel shelf, back panel, rear floor carpet, boot mat, 
trim, rear lights,  and rear quarter glass, rear windscreen)  and adding those needed for the utility  (side 
panels, rear window, rear parcel  tray, torsion side sill, tailgate, extra  length floor) and an 80 lb 
reduction in weight was envisaged – all at the rear. 

Drawing from BMCLA Heritage Group Archives

One of the main design challenges was to obtain a satisfactory payload.  Using a sedan as an 
experimenta vehicle loaded up wtih 1150 lbs in the boot (the design target of 1344 lbs resulted in the 
suspension hitting the bump stops), tests showed that the standard sedan gave an attitude change of 2
45’. With the hydrolastic unit blocked off, this reduced to 1 40’ but the ride was  pitchy and under-
damped. Torsion  bar assist springs were fitted, and  the hydrolastic reconnected, to  obtain an attitude 
change of 1 30’ with good ride and handling Initially the torsion bar on each side was intended to bechange of 1 30  with good ride and handling.  Initially, the torsion bar on each side was intended to be 
forged directly to a mounting bracket on the radius arm but the stresses were found to be too severe. 
Eventually, a separate bracket was bolted to the radius and then splined to accept a straight torsion bar. 

The next problem was to make sure that the vehicle would actually pull a load up a gradient without 
spinning the front wheels. The sedan was loaded up with two passengers + 1100 lbs. A gradient of 
1:3 7 resulted in wheel spin and clutch slip A gradient of 1:4 2 showed a strong start in first gear On

Caclulations showed that with a 5% overload in the tray, the rear wheels, the rear hub and wheel 
bearings, stub axle, and radius arm bearings were still within their design allowances for stress. 
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1:3.7 resulted in wheel spin and clutch slip. A gradient of 1:4.2 showed a strong start in first gear. On 
a gravelled gradient of 1:4, wheelspin occurred but from a rolling start, could be negotiated. A 
gravelled gradient of 1:46 could be negotiated with care. 
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Construction-wise, the roof panel was 
identical to the sedan from the front of the 
B pillar forwards. The photo shown here is 
the prototype utility being constructed in 
the Experimental Department at Victoria 
Park – where the new floor has been

The Austin 1800 Utility – the “real” Aussie Ute (Part 2 continued). 

Park where the new floor has been 
attached, and the rear part of the cant rails 
from the sedan have yet to be removed. 

Most of the strength for the payload area 
comes from the two longitudinal channels 
which run from the cab to the tailgate, 
overlapping with the outer sills.  Initially, the 
payload floor area was to be wood withpayload floor area was to be wood, with 
steel rubbing strips. 

The steel side panels were made strong enough to accept tie-down rails, and the studs for the tonneau 
cover did not protrude above the sides since doing so they would foul items (e.g. Flat sheets) resting on 
the tray sides. Eventually, wooden protector strips were added on top of the sides to protect the steel 
from dings. 

The tailgate, hinges and stays, were designed to be very rugged and to be able to withstand heavy 
objects being loaded on to it from loading docks When folded flat the level had to be the same as

As can be seen from the styling sketches shown here (drawn by Barry Anderson in 1965), the rear end 
t t t h t fl b t th th fi l d t ith f l d li

objects being loaded on to  it from loading docks. When folded flat, the level had to be the same as 
that of the tray. 

Although passenger accommodation with respect to noise, dust sealing, etc were to be similar to the 
sedan, in view of the rough usage of the utility, a “durable, one-piece moulded rubber mat” was 
specified.  Of course these days, all those rubber mats have long since disintegrated and most utilities 
now have carpet – which says something about durability of rubber mats. 

treatment was somewhat more flamboyant than the final product, with a graceful curved crease line 
down at the rear with smaller tail light assemblies – reminiscent of the Chrylser Wayfarer which was used 
as a design reference. 

An early consideration for 
the rear end was for low-
mounted horizontal tail 
lamps with small 
bumperettes In production

BMCLA Heritage Group Archives

bumperettes. In production, 
vertical MKI tail lamps were 
used with chrome 
bumpettes and a full width 
rubber coated bumper bar. 

Having now seen what was intended, in out next issue, we will look at what actually was produced –
including the shocking truth about those torsion bars and why they are set the way they are and why there

--- To be continued ---
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including the shocking truth about those torsion bars and why they are set the way they are, and why there 
is not a decent sized parcel tray behind the front seat just below the rear window. 
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IN THE FACTORY
If you’ve ever owned an Austin 1800 utility, then you’ve probably wondered what those threaded holes in 
the floor of the rear tray are for. Are they for tie-downs? No. The picture below reveals their true 
purpose. 

Austin 1800 in the rotodip. Photo by Scott Polkinghorne, courtest of BMCLA Heritage Group. 

How many Austin 1800’s were made? 
Year Number Value
<1970, no data
1970 11412 $19,275,000
1971 376 $642 0001971 376 $642,000

X6
1970 3 $5,000
1971 10974 $20,071,000
1972 4558 $10,133,000
1973 2226 $4,372,000

Source: Part 3, Tariff Board Questionaire 1973. Totals for 1800 
probably includes utilities
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IN THE WORKSHOP: Some Odd Repairs

Having trouble setting the valve clearances? Perhaps the problem is 
the rocker shaft. As some readers will know, your editor had 
occasion to send his engine out for reboring, and also cylinder head 
reconditioning. I did provide the reconditioners with the rocker gear 
on the expectation that they would inspect the shaft and do any 

Rocker shaft

necessary work on it – but alas, they appear to have overlooked the 
incredible amount of wear on an exhaust rocker position as shown 
here. Oil was just pouring out the side of the bush which lead one to 
this problem. A new rocker shaft is amazingly cheap at about $25 up 
to about $100 for “tuftrided” – made for the MGB market but the 
same part number for our 1800’s. Rocker bushes are also readily 
available, but beware, they are supposed to have oil holes drilled in 
them prior to fitment. If they don’t, then one has to (presumably)  

Ever had petrol spilling out of the filler cap, especially on a hot 
day? – and even more so if the car is parked on a slope? You’re 
not alone The level of the petrol filler on both sedan and utilities

drill out the metal plug from the end of the rocker and drill through 
the bush – the chances of re-sealing the rocker are small so best to 
drill the bush and attempt to align the holes during pressing in. 

Filler Cap Seal

not alone. The level of the petrol filler on both sedan and utilities 
is rather low. The utility has a useful vent pipe in the tray which 
loops up to almost the height of the seat back before venting out 
underneath the car. The sedan, however, simply vents through a 
hole in the rubber seal and out through the inside of the flap, so 
there’s not much one can do to stop a full tank from overflowing 
on a hot day and ruining the paint work. If you’ve ever opened 
the flap when petrol is seeping down the outside you will see 
that there is a bit of a head of fuel there ready to spill outthat there is a bit of a head of fuel there ready to spill out. 
Seeping past a leaky seal is enough to cause problems, and so 
renewing this part gives you a bit extra so that the fuel has to 
reach the height of the breather hole before it seeps out. New 
seals are advertised ex-UK on Ebay from Earlpart for about $25 –
they work very well. 

hi ki f i il li h bl ? i ll
MKII Tail Light Assy
Thinking of renewing your MKII tail light assembles? Occasionally 
NOS items come up on Ebay and are well worth the purchase if 
budget permits. If the advertised units are marked L.H. and R.H., 
don’t be alarmed – it is the exact same part, the only difference being 
the fitment of the reflector. The reflector is marked R.H. and L.H.  at 
opposite sides. When RH is on the top side, the unit is a RH unit and 
so on. If the reflector is pointing the wrong way, simply loosen the 
securing screw behind the reflector (before fitting to the car) and 

t t it th t th t id i d d th h it
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rotate it so that the correct side is upwards and there you have it.  
Why don’t you check your car now – you might be surprised to find 
that your lights are not installed correctly as previous owners and 
repairers have mixed and matched over the years. 
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FOR SALE:
Borg Warner 35TA Automatic transmissions (2 available)

These transmissions are NEW. Imported from UK 
in 2001 and in storage in the crate ever since. 
They are from an Austin Princess (which is the 
later model wedge shaped successor to the 1800)later model wedge shaped successor to the 1800). 
There are some differences to the standard 1800 
transmission but are substantially the same as the 
earlier gearboxes and will fit out cars. There is an 
article in the LOCA newletters on the fitment of 
this gearbox to an 1800 (October/November 
1997). Only minor issues were encountered. 

Asking price $500 each, contact Pete Florey Phone 
0467 814 958. Location: central VIC. 

Other parts (X6 engine blocks and head) will be 
also  available soon. 

I have an Austin 1800 Deluxe for sale. The car starts 
and drives, rego ran out in 2010. More photos are 
available. Located in Banxton NSW (near Maitland). 
Any offers considered. Michael.
djmik_e@hotmail.com>j _
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The Austin 1800 web site provides additional valuable 
information for 1800 owners. 

• Emailed newsletter each quarter

• Access to downloadable material such as parts lists

WEB SITE REGISTRATION CONTRIBUTIONS
Done some work on your 1800? Been on a trip? Have 
something to say? Why not make a contribution to 
the Newsletter? Contributions are accepted by email 
only, preferably in PDF, but standard Office format is 
OK A4 size Please leave room at the top of each

////

• Access to downloadable material such as parts lists, 
service sheets, and full length brochures in PDF. 

• Help with location of parts, tools, and advice. 

To register, you only need to supply your email address, 
name, and city. 

Your details will not be given to any person or entity 
without your express permission. 

OK.  A4 size. Please leave room at the top of each 
page for the letterhead. 

Some contributions will be extracted for individual 
articles on the Contributions web page. Copyright for 
contributions remains the property of the author. By 
submitting a contribution, you permit the webmaster 
to publish the contribution in the newsletter and on 
the web site with your name as author. 

Registration is absolutely free and need not be renewed 
periodically unless you wish to stop receiving the above 
benefits. 

About austineighteenhundred.com.au. This web site is financed completely from private contributions. The sole purpose is to bring 
Austin 1800 owners together and provide a resource to assist them in keeping their cars on the road so to be appreciated by all. We 
do not endorse any particular supplier or commercial venture. Any advertising from commercial vendors  appears for information 

purposes only and is not paid for. The organisers of this web site assume absolutely no responsibility whatsoever for the 

Email your contribution to 
webmaster@austineighteenhundred.com.au
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accurateness or appropriateness of the information contained within it, including the contents of the newsletter. 
The contents of the web site and newsletter is copyright. The material may be copied for your personal private use only. 

Reproduction in other publications for non-profit use may be made with permission from 
webmaster@austineighteenhundred.com.au


